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A real analytic hypersurface M through 0 in C” is said to have the reflection 
property if any holomorphic mapping defined on one side of M, not totally 
degenerate at 0, and mapping M into another real analytic hypersurface in C”, 
extends holomorphically to a full neighborhood of 0 in C”. The main result of this 
paper is that a real analytic hypersurface in C* has the reflection property if and 
only if it is not Levi flat. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
If M is a (germ of a) real analytic hypersurface in Cz defined by 
p(Z, Z) = 0, p(O) = 0, d&O) # 0, and s11 an open neighborhood of 0 in C2 
we define one side of A4 as Q+={ZGL?: p(Z,Z)>O}. If 2: 9+-,C2 
is a holomorphic mapping with &E C”‘(F), we shall say that &’ 
is not totally degenerate at 0 if its Jacobian determinant J(X)(Z) = 
det(8&j/LJZ,)(.Z) is not flat at 0; i.e., its Taylor series at 0 does not vanish 
identically. We say that a real analytic hypersurface M has the reflection 
property at 0 if any holomorphic mapping defined on one side of M as 
above and not totally degenerate at 0, mapping M into another real 
analytic hypersurface M’ of C2, extends holomorphically to a full 
neighborhood of 0 in C2. 
Our main result is the following. 
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THEOREM 1. A real analytic hypersurface M has the reflection property 
at 0 if and only if M is not locally biholomorphically equivalent to the hyper- 
surface { Im 2, = O}. 
We shall say that M is flat if after a holomorphic change of coordinates 
in C2, M is defined by Im Z, = 0. It is easy to show that a flat hypersurface 
does not have the reflection property (see Section 4). Also, if M is any 
hypersurface in C* on which there is a smooth CR function f which 
extends holomorphically only to 52+, then the mapping Y? = (f, 0) is a 
totally degenerate mapping from M to M’ = (Im Z, = 0) which does not 
extend holomorphically in any neighborhood of 0. Hence Theorem 1 is 
optimal. 
In the complex plane the analogue of Theorem 1 is the Schwarz reflec- 
tion principle, and there is not condition on the degeneracy of M or H at 
0. The first reflection principles in higher dimensions were due to H. Lewy 
[11] and S. Pincuk [ 121, who proved independently that if A4 and M’ 
are strictly pseudoconvex, X defined on one side of M with 2 a 
diffeomorphism from M onto M’ then # extends holomorphically across 
M. This result was extended to the case where M and M’ are essentially 
finite (finite type in C’) when 2 is a diffeomorphism by Baouendi, 
Jacobowitz, and Treves [2] and when X’ is not totally degenerate by the 
authors and S. Bell [ 1 ] and the authors [3, 41 in C”, n > 2. Other results 
on the local reflection principle have been obtained by Bell [5], Diederich 
and Fornaess [7], Diederich and Webster [S], and others. 
We believe that Theorem 1 above is the first result which allows the 
hypersurfaces M and M’ to be of infinite type. Also, the mapping X’ need 
not be of finite multiplicity in the sense of [ 1, 31. In fact, in view of [ 1 ] 
it suffices to consider here the case where A4 is of infinite type. The target 
hypersurface M’ is then necessarily nonflat and may be either of finite or 
infinite type (see Section 1). 
Sections 1, 2, and 3 deal with geometric properties of holomorphic and 
formal mappings between hypersurfaces M and M’, with M of infinite type. 
Several new numerical biholomorphic invariants associated to the map and 
the hypersurfaces are introduced and certain relationships between them 
are proved (Theorems 2 and 3). These are needed for the proof of 
Theorem 1, but are of interest in their own right. Theorem 1 is proved in 
Section 4. 
1. HYPERSURFACES OF INFINITE TYPE AND MAPPINGS 
A real hypersurface in C2 is a set of the form A4 = {Z E C*: p(Z, Z) = 0}, 
where p is a real valued function with dp # 0 on M. If p is real analytic, we 
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say that A4 is real analytic. If p is defined in the neighborhood of a point 
p0 we refer to M as the germ of a hypersurface at pO. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume p0 = 0. If M is real analytic, by the Implicit 
Function Theorem we can find local coordinates (z, w) E C x C near 0 so 
that 
M= {(z, w): Im u’ = cp(z, Z, Re w)} (1.1) 
with cp real analytic and cp(z, 0, w) E cp(0, [, w) = 0, (see [2]); we shall call 
(z, w) norm& coordinates for M. We shall write z = x + iy, w = s + it. 
Solving for W in ( 1.1) we find 
M= {(z, w): @=Q(z,f, w)}. (1.2) 
Here Q is real analytic and satisfies Q(z, 0, w) = Q(0, [, w) z w. Similarly 
we can find P so that 
M=((z,w):wG=P(z,Y,w)} (1.3) 
with P(z, 0, w) s P(0, [, w) E 0. 
We will denote by L a nonvanishing antiholomorphic vector field 
tangent to A4 and by L its complex conjugate. If A4 is given by ~(2, Z) = 0, 
we may take L = (@/az,)(a/&Z,) - (ap/a&)(8/Z,). Following [9, lo] we 
say that M is of finite type at p0 if the Lie algebra generated by L and L 
spans the tangent space of A4 at pO. When A4 is real analytic and (z, w) are 
normal coordinates for M, then M is of finite type at 0 if and only if 
cp(z, $0) $0, where cp is as in (1.1). The latter is equivalent o Q(z, 5, 0) f 0 
or P(z, 5, 0) $0, where Q and P are in (1.2) and (1.3), respectively. 
If M is real analytic M is of infinite type (i.e., not of finite type) at p0 if 
and only if there exists a (germ of a) complex line S contained in M and 
passing through p,,. 
Let T be a real valued, real analytic vector field tangent to M such that 
L, E, and T are linearly independent near pO. The Levi form a of M, 
defined up to multiplication by a nonvanishing real analytic function, is 
given by 
;[L,L]=uT mod(L, L), 
where CI is a real analytic function defined on M. 
The following is well known: 
(1.4) PROPOSITION. The Levi form a vanishes identically if and only if 
q(z, 2, Re w) = 0 in (l.l), for any normal coordinates (z, w) in C2. 
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We say that M is flat if one of the equivalent conditions of Proposi- 
tion (1.4) is satisfied. 
If M is of infinite type at p0 and S is the complex line contained in M 
passing through p0 then, since L and 1 are tangent to s, the Levi form a 
vanishes on S. Denote by j, + 1 the order of vanishing of a on S (j, >, 0). 
We write j, = j,(M) in order to avoid any confusion. We put j, = -1 if M 
is of finite type at po, and j, = CO if M is falt. The integer j, is clearly a 
biholomorphic invariant of M. It can be expressed in terms of coordinates 
in the following way. Let (z, w) be norma coordinates fur A4 and q and Q 
as in (1.1) and (1.2). If M is of infinite type (at 0) we write 
(D(Z, 2, S) = f (Dj(Z> Z)Sj (1.5) 
j= 1 
with (pj(z, 0) = ~~(0, 5) = 0 for all j and 
1+ f Rj(z,z)wj 
j=O > 
( l-6) 
with Rj(z, 0) = Rj(O, [) = 0. 
(1.7) PROPOSITION. If h4 is of infinite type, let j, > 0 be minimal such 
qjl+ lCz, z, g O, in (1*5)9 and j, minimal such that Rjz(z, Z) $0, in (LB), and 
j, defined as above (i.e., a = sio+ ’a&, 2, s), q(z, Z, 0) $0). Then j,= j, =j2 
with 
R& Z)= -2iVjo+ lCz, z, if j, > 0 (W 
and 
Rob, 3 
1 + R&, 2)/2 
= -2iCp,(z, Z) if j, = 0. (19 
ProoJ: We first show that j, = j,. Substituting (1.2), (1.5), and (1.6) 
into ( 1.1) we obtain 
( 
32 
W-W 1+ C Rj(z,z)wj 
j=j2 > 
= 2i f (Dj(Z, 2) 
w-t w(1 +C Rk(z,Z)wk) j 
2 
. (1.10) 
j = jl + 1 
The coeficient of the lowest power of w is -R&z, 2) on the left hand side 
of ( 1 JO) and is 2icp,, + 1 (z, Z)( 1 + R,(z, 2)/2)‘1+ 1 on the right hand side, 
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which proves j, =j, as well as (1.8) and (1.9). It remains to show that 
j, = j, . Parametrizing M by (z, Z; S) we take 
(1.11) 
and the real vector field T= a/as. We have (1/2i)[L, L] = a(a/as), and a 
simple computation shows that 
C1=sj’+‘[cp;+l,zr (6 3 + O(lzl”- l f ISI )I, (1.12) 
where cp,?, 1 is the lowest nonzero homogeneous polynomial in the Taylor 
expansion of qj, + 1 at 0, with m its degree. This shows that j, = j, , which 
completes the proof of the proposition. 
Remark. It follows from (1.11) that in any normal coordinates (z, w) 
we may take L as 
a a - .io+l- L=z+a(z, z, s)s as’ (1.13) 
where a(0, [, 0) = 0 and a,(~, Z, 0) $0. 
We shall now consider holomorphic mappings defined on one side of a 
hypersurface. Let A4 be a real analytic hypersurface in C2, p0 EM, defined 
by p = 0, dp #O on M. Let 52 be a small neighborhood of p,, in C2. We 
denote by Q+ the side of M given by 
52+ = (ZE.Q:p(Z, Z)>O}. (1.14) 
We consider mappings SF’ = (& , %*), with 4, ZZ holomorphic in D + and 
C” in Q+, with the property that X(M)c M’, another real analytic 
hypersurface of C*. If (z’, w’) are normal coordinates for M’ then &’ may 
be defined by components 9, B, where z’= F(z, w), w’= ?S(z, w), with 
(z, w) normal coordinates for M, normalized by F(O) = 0, g(O) = 0. We 
denote by F(z, w) and G(z, w) the (formal) holomorphic Taylor series of 9 
and 9 at 0 and write f and g for the restrictions of 9 and 9 to M, and 
we write H = (f, g). If A4 is given by (1.1) then the Taylor series of f and 
g in the coordinates (z, 5, S) are 
f(z>ztS)NF(Zt W)lw,-s+irgp(z,r,s)3 
AZ, K s)-G(z, ~)I,=,+;~~~z,z.s~. 
If M’ is given by an equation of the form (1.2) then we have 
G(z, W) = Q(F(z, w), F(:(z, a), G(z, w)) 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
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as an identity of formal power series when w=s+iq(z, z,s), 
w = s - icp(z, 5, s). More generally, if F(z, w), G(z, w) are formal power 
series in (z, w), we shall say that they define a formal h&morphic map 
between M and AZ’ if ( 1.16) holds. 
We observe from the definition of normal coordinates that we have 
G(z, w) = wG’(z, w), (1.17) 
with G’(z, w) another formal holomorphic power series. We write 
F(z, W)= f Fj(z)w*’ (1.18) 
,j= 0 
and 
G(z, w) = f G,(z)wj. (1.19) 
j=l 
We define p and I to be minimal, 0 < p < I < + 00, for which 
If I< 00 we define k, to be minimal, 1 <k, < 00, so that 
F,,zh(q # 0. 
Finally, we define k0 to be minimal so that 
We will show in Section 2 that k,, k, , and I are biholomorphic 
invariants, i.e., independent of the choice of normal coordinates (2, w) and 
(z’, w’), whereas p need not be invariant. 
We remark here that if the Jacobian of X is not flat at p0 then G $0. 
Indeed, the Taylor series of the Jacobian of X is given by 
J(X) w FzG,- G,F,. (1.23) 
We close this with the following. 
(1.24) PROPOSITTON. Let X = (F, G) be a formal h&morphic mapping 
between two real analytic hypersurfaces iW and M’ defined as above. If M 
is not flat and G $0, then AI’ is not flat and F $0. 
ProoJ: Assume by contradiction that M’ is flat, i.e., A4’ is given by 
WI = W’, or FE 0. In both cases we have 
G(z, w) = qz, w), (1.25) 
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for W = Q(z, Z, w), where we assume A4 is given by (1.2). Substituting for C 
in (1.25) and putting Z = 0 we obtain 
G(z, w) zt c?(O, w), 
i.e., G is real and independent of Z. Then by (1.25) 
G(w) = G(Q(z, % w)), 
and by differentiating both sides with respect o z we have 
0 = G,.(Q(z, 2, w)) Q;(z, 2, w). 
(1.26) 
Since G and Q are nonzero, it follows that QZ(z, Z, w) ~0, i.e., 
Q(z, Z, w) = w, so that A4 is flat, contradicting, the hypothesis. 
2. INVARIANTS ASSOCIATED TO HOLOMORPHIC MAPS 
We shall prove the following results for holomorphic mappings defined 
on one side of a real analytic hypersurface which will be needed for the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a nonflat real analytic hypersurface in C2 and 2 
a holomorphic mapping defined in Q +, given by (1.14), with %‘, C” in Q+. 
Assume furthermore that Y?(M) c M’, another real analytic hypersurface. 
Then k, defined by (1.22) is independent of the choice of normal coordinates. 
Zf k, is finite, then k, and 1, defined by ( 1.20) and (1.21) are also finite and 
are independent of the choices of normal coordinates for M and M’. 
THEOREM 3. Let 2 be as in Theorem 1. Zf G $0, then for any choice of 
normal coordinates and for any choice of nonvanishing antiholomorphic 
vector field L tangent to M the following holds for every j> 1, 
L’f (z, 5, s) = s’h(z, z, s) (2.1 
for some smooth functions fj on M, with 
fk,(O) + 0, and fi(0)= ... =f+,(O)=O. (2.2 ) 
Here k, and 1 are as in Theorem 2, and we have used the notation z, s, .f 
introduced in Section 1. 
We shall first prove (2.1) and (2.2) of Theorem 3 for a given system of 
normal coordinates. We shall then prove Theorem 2, which will show that 
the numbers k, and 1 are independent of the choices. The proof of 
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Theorem 3 depends heavily on the following technical emma, which will be 
proved in Section 3. 
(2.3) MAIN LEMMA. Suppose Z = (F, G) is a formal holomorphic 
mapping between two real analytic hypersurfaces M, M’ with G f 0 and M 
of in$nite type. Let p, 1, k, be defined by (1.20) and (1.22) for a given set of 
normal coordinates and j, = j,(M) as in Section 1. Then the following hold: 
If M’ is of finite type then 
.h(M) 2 I- p, (2.4) 
with j,(M) = cc if I= p = co. 
If M’ is of infinite type, then 
G,,(z) = G,,(O) E R\{Oh (2.5) 
j,(M) 2 21. (2.6) 
Proof of (2.1) and (2.2) for a Given System of Normal Coordinates. We 
consider first the case where M is of finite type. By [4, Theorem 43 we have 
I= 0 and M’ is of finite type. Also, k, is then the multiplicity of the map 
in the sense of [l] and (2.1) and (2.2) follow. 
We may now assume M of infinite type and nonflat. It follows from 
Proposition (1.24) that F f 0, i.e., p > co. Therefore by Main Lemma(2.3) 
1 is finite and hence so is k,. We consider separately the cases p = 1 and 
l<p<l. 
Case 1. p=l. 
Then 
f-F= F[(z)w’+ ... + Fj(z)w’+ ... 
with w = s + iq(z, 2, s), where 
03 
cp= 1 cp,(z, Z)s/ 
j=jo+l 
We first show that if 12 1 then 
f (z, 2, 0) f . . . = f,,- l(Z, 2, 0) = 0. 
Since by (1.13) 
a _ a io+l_ L=z+a(z,z,s)s as 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
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we have 
which shows f(z, 2, 0) is holomorphic in z. From (2.7) it follows that the 
Taylor series of f( z, 2, 0) at 0 vanishes identically, proving f(z, 2, 0) = 0. 
From (2.9) we have for all j 
a 
0 = (r-f )s, = z (f,j)+ i a~fsk+~Sjo+‘fsj+~, 
k=O 
(2.11) 
for some real analytic functions #;lk. By induction, assuming fS, (z, 2’, 0) = 0, 
j < r, we obtain from (2.11) 
(2.12) 
from which it follows that fSr(z, 2, 0) is real analytic. If r < I, the Taylor 
series of ~Jz, 5, 0) is zero, by (2,7), which proves (2.8). Therefore, we have 
f (2, -6 s) = S’fo(Z, 2, S) (2.13) 
with f. smooth. Then (2.1) follows immediately from (2.9) and (2.13). 
Furthermore, we have 
d*(O) = P-f(((O). (2.14) 
Indeed, we have for all j, 
It suffices to note that for all k, Ek~‘/s’ is smooth and vanishing at 0, which 
follows from (2.9) and the fact that a(0, 5, 0) = 0 by (1.13). 
If we write 
w=s(l +iq](t, 2, s)) 
then it follows from (2.7) and (2.13) that 
fo-F&Q(l+i~&,Z,s))‘+ m-0 +Fj(z)sj-‘(l+iq,(z,Z,s))j+ --. (2.15) 
From (2.9) and the property of q~ in ( 1.1) we easily obtain for all j 3 0 and 
qa 
Ej(r;,(z)(l + iq,(z, 2, s))~s~-‘)~~=~ a1 (F,(z)( 1 + iq,(z, 2, s))qsq-z)~o~ 
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Therefore, since cpr(z, 0, s)-0 we obtain from (2.15) and (2.14) 
(Zfo)(0) = a,;F,(o), j=O, 1 > “‘> 
and hence the desired conclusion (2.2). 
Case 2. 1 d p < 1. 
Here we have 
f-FPwP+ ... +F,;,w’-‘+F,(z)w’+ ..., 
where F,EC, p6 j<l- 1, and 
w = s + icp(z, 2, s) = s + ido+ lqf(z, z, s). 
(2.16) 
By Main Lemma (2.3) we have j, > l- p; thus we have 
w = s( 1 + i,+pq(z, z, S)) 
and 
a I p+l L=~+b(z,z,s)s ~ 
a 
-$ 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
Consider the CR function f' defined on A4 by 
/- 1 
f'=f- 1 Fjwi, 
i=p 
where w is given by (2.17). We have 
f'- F/(z)w’+ ... + F,(z)w’+ . . . . 
By the same arguments used in case 1 (1= p) we have for all j= 0, 1, 
pf'= slf;, 
with fj smoothy and 
f;(o) = aiF,( 
In order to prove the desired conclusion it remains only to show that for 
~<r, andj>l 
LJwr = S’Xrj (2.19) 
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with xrj smooth and x,(O) =O. Since b(z, 0,O) ~0 in (2.18) and 
Q(z, 0,O) = 0 in (2.17) we have for Y 3 p 
Ew’ = s’xr* (2.20) 
with xr,(z, 0,O) ~0. Now (2.19) follows from applying L to (2.20) j- 1 
times. 
This proves (2.1) and (2.2) of Theorem 3, modulo Main Lemma (2.3). 
Proof of Theorem 2. By [4, Theorem 41, the result holds when M is of 
finite type, so we may restrict ourselves to the case A4 of infinite type. We 
need the following lemma. 
(2.21) LEMMA. Let M be a nonflat hypersurface of infinite type and 
SC A4 the nontrivial complex hypersurface passing through 0. Let (z, w) be 
any normal coordinates near 0. Then S= {(z, 0): z E C}. Let L, L’ he 
antiholomorphic vector fields tangent to M and M’, respectively. We define 
A(z, z, s) on A4 by 
H’(L;,,) = A(& 2, S)LL(z,,,,, (2.22) 
and 1’ maximal so that A = s/‘/i ,(z, Z, s) with A, smooth. Then I’ is 
independent of the choice of (z, w), L and L’, and 1’ = I, where 1 is defined 
by (1.20). In addition, tf k; is minimal satisfying 
(2.23) 
with A’(O)#O, then k, =k’, + 1, with k, defined by (1.21). 
Proof of Lemma (2.21). The integer I’ is the order of vanishing of A on 
S. We observe that I’ is independent of the choice of L, L’ and the 
coordinates (z, w). Indeed the complex line S is unique and A is defined up 
to multiplication by a nonvanishing smooth function. Similarly, since L is 
tengent to S, it is clear that the integer k’, defined by (2.23) is independent 
of the choice of L, L’ and the coordinates (z, w). Lemma (2.21) is then a 
corollary of Theorem 3 by observing that if L and L’ are of the form (1.11) 
then A = Lf: 
Proof of Theorem 2. The invariance of 1 and k, is an immediate conse- 
quence of Lemma (2.21). In order to prove the invariance of k, we show 
that k, is the order of vanishing of any transversal component g of H on 
the complex hypersurface S c M. Indeed this order of vanishing is invariant 
(since g is defined up to multiplication by a nonvanishing function). On the 
other hand, by definition of k, the power series of g at 0 is divisible exactly 
by sko. Using the fact that g is CR and an argument similar to the one in 
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the proof of Theorem 3 we conclude that g is exactly divisible by ~~0, which 
completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
(2.24) Remark. We have proved that if H= (f, g) then 
g = Sk% 3 (2.25) 
with g,(z, Z, 0) f 0, and k, is minimal satisfying (2.25). 
(2.26) Remark. Unlike the integer 1, the integer p defined in (1.20) is 
not necessarily invariant under a change of holomorphic coordinates as can 
be shown by the following example. Let 2 = (9,9’) be the holomorphic 
map in C* defined by z’ = 9(z, w) = zw’, w’ = 9(z, w) = w. If M is given by 
and A4’ by 
w-w=2i lz12 Iwl*~, 
w’ - W’ = 2ilz’12, 
then clearly Z maps M into M’ and the coordinates (z, w) and (z’, w’) are 
normal for M and M’, respectively. For this choice of coordinates we have 
p = 1. Consider now the holomorphic change of coordinates on the target 
space given by 
z* = z’ + w’ w* = W’ 
1-2iz’-iw” 1 - 2iz’ - iw” 
One can easily check that the local biholomorphism (z’, w’) H (z*, w*) 
maps M’ onto M’ (see [6]). For the coordinates (z, w) and (z*, w*) the 
mapping Y? is given by (9*, 9*) with 
9*(z, w) = 
zw’+ w W 
1-zizw’-iw’ 
%*(z, w) = 
l-2izw’-iw’ 
For these coordinates we have p = 1, indeed 9*(z, w) = w + 0( 1~1’). Note 
also that we have here j,(M) = 2Z- 1, so that the inequality (2.4) is strict. 
(2.27) Remark. If H: M + M’ is a formal holomorphic mapping with 
G f 0 and A4 of finite type, then it is shown in [4] that k, = 1 and 
(aG/&v)(O) # 0. When A4 is of infinite type then k, could be > 1, and by 
Main Lemma (2.3), if M’ is also of infinite type then Gko(z) is a nonzero 
constant. However, if A4 is of infinite type and M’ of finite type we may 
have k. > 1 and Gk,,(0) = 0 as is shown by the following example. 
(2.28) EXAMPLE. Let S(z, w)=(l +z)w, Y(z, w)= -z(l +z)w3, M’ 
given by w’ - #’ = ~‘2’~ - 2’zf2, and A4 given by Im w = (Re w) Jl(z, Z), with 
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$(z, 0) = $(O, Z) = 0 and @ chosen so that X = (9, ‘9) maps M into M’. In 
fact writing the relation ~9 - 9 = FF2 - 9F2 which must be valid on M, 
and using the implicit function theorem it is easy to see that ij is uniquely 
determined. Here we have kO= 3 and Gk,,(0) =O. Note that we have 
j,(M) = 0. Hence equality in (2.4) can hold, since here I = p = 1. 
(2.29) EXAMPLE. The following shows that equality in (2.6) can hold. 
Let 
F(z, w) = zwl, G(z, w) = w 
with M’ given by Im(w’(1 + i lz’12)) = 0 and A4 given by 
Im(w(l + i 1~~1~‘)) =O. Here both A4 and M’ are of infinite type and an 
easy computation shows that j,(M) = 21. 
(2.30) Remark. If k, = cc, i.e., G = 0, then the integer 1 as defined inh 
(1.20) is not a biholomorphic invariant. Indeed, let M, M’ be real analytic 
hypersurfaces with M’ of infinite type. Then the map 
P(z, w) = w + zw2 
Y(z, w) = 0 
maps M into M’ with I= 2. Taking A4 to be the ball given by Im w = JzI ‘, 
an authomorphism of A4 as in Remark (2.26) will change 1 to 1. 
3. PROOF OF MAIN LEMMA 
We shall need the following for the proof of Main Lemma (2.3). 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let H(z, [, s, p) be a formal power series in four indeter- 
minutes. Let tl, . . . . ti, . . . be an infinite sequence of indeterminates. Denote 
p(s)=t,s+t2s2+ ... +t,s'+ '.. 
and define Cz(z, c) by 
$ H(z, i, s, ~(s))l,=o = c C:(z, i)t” 
lal CY 
with ta = t”;’ . . . t:, (~11 = I,“=, ~11. Let Rj(Z, i), j= 1, 2, 3, . 
satisfying 
R,(z, 0) = R,(O, i) = 0. 
. . . be power series 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
X0/99/2-14 
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Assume the following three conditions. 
H(z, L s, PL(S))I r,= A?,(;.[) =0 (Cl) 
Rj(z, i) = O, j= 1, 2, . . . . n - 1, fL(z, 0 f 0. (C-2) 
H .PQ&, i, 090) = %p&) f hn,m,(i) (C3) 
for all m,,m, with m,+nm,<q,. 
Then Hsmlpm2(z, [, 0,O) ~0 for all m,, m2 with ml +nm, <qo, and 
C~(z,~)~O,forallq~qoandcrforwhichal=~~~=sr,~,=O, Icrldq. 
Proof. We introduce the following notation. If c1= (ai, . . . . a,+.), 
B = (PI 9 . . . . B,,,) 1 <j?, < p2 < . . </I,,,, cz,> 1, then we write (#B’)” = 
(pl))al . . . (p))w with ,u@) = (d8,ld&) p(s), and jell = c,?= 1 01~. 
We compute 
(3.5) 
with 
m,+m,+ f (Bj-l)Uj=qT Ial = m23 
j=l 
and the coefficients being nonnegative integers. For n B 1 fixed we split the 
right hand side of (3.5) into three sums x1 + x2 + x3. In xi we put all the 
terms with at least one /I, < n. In x2 we put all the terms with N = 1, /I, = n. 
In CJ we put the remaining terms, i.e., those for which bj B n for all j and 
at least for one j, fij > n. Note that if n = 1 then xi is empty and if q < n 
then x2 and x3 are empty. We can rewrite x2, 
C2 = C Cm,m2Hsm~~m~(~L(n)(~))“2 (3.6  
m,+m*n=y 
with c,,,,,,,~ positive integers. 
Also note that in x3 we necessarily have m, + nm, <q. 
Substituting R,(z, [) for r, in (3.5) and using the hypothesis (C,) we 
conclude that for each q = 0, 1, . . . both sides of (3.5) vanish identically. 
Assume by induction that 
H smlpm2(Z, i, (40) E 0 for m, +nm,<q; (3.7) 
we shall prove the same for m, + nm2 = q. (Note that (C,) implies the 
desired conclusion for q =O.) For this we make use of (3.5). If s= 0, the 
terms in x1 vanish by assumption (C,). Since for all terms in x3 we have 
m, + nm2 <q, the induction hypothesis implies that these vanish also. 
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By assumption (C,) the sum ‘& evaluated at s = 0 and zj = R,(z, c) is of 
the form 
c cm,mZ(am,mZ @I+ hqrn,(iWL(z> 0)“’ m, +nwq=q 
and vanishes identically. Then (3.7) with m, + nrnZ = q will follow from 
Lemma (3.8) below. 
(3.8) LEMMA. If R(z, [) is a power series for which 
R(z, i) f 0, R(z, 0) = R(0, i) 3 0, 
and 
jEo [aj(Z)+bj(i)IIR(z, (I)]‘=0 
with some power series ai( b.,( [), then 
a,(z) + b,(i) E 0, ObjdN. 
Proqf Take i = 0; then 
a,,(z) + b,(O) = 0 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
so that 
adz) = ado). 
Similarly taking z = 0, we conclude 
h,(5) = b,(O). 
Therefore, from (3.10) obtain 
aO(z) + b,(i) = 0. 
Since R(z, [) $0, by factoring R(z, [) in (3.9), we continue inductively to 
prove Lemma (3.8). 
We may now complete the proof of Lemma (3.1). We note that if 
a = (El) . ..) ~1,) with ix, = ... =c(,-, =O, then 
and czm2 3 0. This implies the last conclusion of Lemma (3.1). 
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Proof of Main Lemma (2.3). We deal first with the more difficult case 
when M’ is of finite type. Since (2.4) is vacuous if 1< 1, we may assume 
I> 2. (In fact, if I= 0 then M is also of finite type by [ 11.) 
Now assume I > 2. We shall first prove (2.4) for p = 1 and F, = 0 for 
2< j&l- 1, i.e., 
F(z,w)=F,w+F,(z)d+ ... +F,(z)w’+ ... 
with F, E C\O, F,(z) f F,(O). 
Taking normal coordinates (z’, w’) for M’ we have 
w’ - @’ = 2&/j 
( 
w’ + W’ z’, jf’, ~ 
> 2 ’ 
lj(z’, 0, [‘) - l+qo, 2, (‘) = 0. 
By the implicit function theorem as in (1.3) we obtain 
w’ - g = pcz’, z’, wf) = f pjtz’, 2’) w/j. 
,=o 
It follows from (3.12) that 
Pj(Z’, 0) E P,(O, 2’) = 0; 
also if M’ is of type m then 
PO,&‘, Z’, 0) = @m(z’, Z’, O), 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
where $,, PO,,,, are the homogeneous parts of degree m of II/ and PO, 
respectively. Substituting F(z, w) for z’ and G(z, w) for w’ in (3.13) we have 
on M, 
G(z, w)-G(5, W)= f Pj(F(z, w), @, G)) G(T, W)‘. 
j=O 
(3.15) 
Since on M we have (by (1.6)) 
w=w 1+ ii: R,(z,++ ) 
( j=O > 
substituting in (3.15) and writing s for W we obtain the identity 
with 
G(z, d) - G(F, s) = 5 Pj(F(z, $A), F(;(z, s)) G(T, s)j 
,=o 
(3.16) 
i= 1 + f Rj(Z, 2)s’. (3.17) 
j=O 
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Putting Z = 0 in (3.16) and taking complex conjugates, (s being counted 
as real), we obtain 
c(Z, s) = G(0, s) + f- pj(&, s), F(0, s)) G(0, s)/ (3.18) 
,=o 
Substituting for C(Z, s) in the right hand side of (3.16) yields 
G(z, d) - G(F, s) 
= f Z’,(F(z, A), F(;(z, s)) G(0, s)+ : P&F@, s), F(0, s)) G(0, s)~ ‘. 
j=O CJ=O 1 
(3.19) 
Since 12 2 we show first that Ro(z, [) z 0. We consider separately the 
cases ko<m, k,=m, k,>m. 
(i) k, cm. Taking the coefficient of the lowest power of s in (3.19) 
which is k,, gives 
G,,(z)( 1 + R,(z, 5))“” - G,(z) = 0, (3.20) 
and since Gko(z) f 0, (3.20) implies R,(z, Z) = 0. 
(ii) k, = m. Taking the lowest power of s in (3.19) which is again k, 
gives the identity 
G,,(z)( 1 + R,(z, j))“” - c,,,(~) = P,,(t’,( 1 + R,(z, Z)), F,). (3.21) 
Put Z = 0 in (3.21) which shows GkO(z) = GkO(0) # 0. The left hand side of 
(3.21) is a polynomial of degree exactly k, in R,(z, Z) while the right hand 
side is of degree <k. - 1, since Po,,(z, 0) = 0 and PO,, is homogeneous of 
degree m = k,. Hence R, E 0. 
(iii) k. > m. Reasoning as before we obtain 
Po,,(F,( 1 + Rob, .3), F, I= 0. 
If R, is not identically zero, this implies PO,& F,) E 0 for all p E C which 
contradicts the nonvanishing of PO,,. 
From now on we can assume 1 B 3 and R, = 0; thus 
A = A(s) = 1 + R,(z, 2)s + R,(z, Z)s2 + . . . (3.22) 
Define 
9 = F(s) = 9(z, 2, s) = s-‘F(z, d), 
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i.e., 
9 = F, 2 + F,(z)A’s’-- l + . . . + F,(z)/vs’- l + . . . . (3.23) 
Similarly F* = s ~ ‘F(5, s), i.e., 
F* =F, +F,(,~).Y-~+ . . +j7j(qsj-l+ . . . . (3.24) 
Note that since R, = 0 we have 
F(z, 2, 0) = F,, F*(z,O)=F,. (3.25) 
We can write 
Po(F(z, s/l), F((z, s)) = P&Y:, SF*) 
= SrnP@JP-, T*) + f P,, j(Y, 9*)s’, (3.26) 
j=m+l 
where P,,, is a homogeneous polynomial of degree j. Similarly, for 
q = 0, 1, . . . . we have 
P,(F(;(z, s), F(0, s)) = f K,y(Y*)s’, 
j=2 
(3.27) 
where KY is a polynomial. 
Using (3.19), (3.26), (3.27) and the minimality of k, we obtain with 
q. = min(k, + 1, m) 
G(z, s/l) - G(Z, s) = s”Po,,(S, cV*) + sy” f Ej(F, F*)s’, (3.28) 
J=l 
where each Ej is a polynomial (not necessarily homogeneous). Substituting 
(1.19) in the left hand side of (3.28) yields 
j=ko 
= s”‘P,,,,(~, 9*) + sqo F E,(F, S*)sJ. 
j= 1 
(3.29) 
We shall consider the cases k, < m and k, 3 m separately. 
Case 1. k. -c m. 
We claim that we have here 
Rj(z, Z) = 0, O<j<21+1 (3.30) 
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To prove this we divide both sides of (3.29) by sko to obtain 
f Gj(z)ijsj-ko- cj(z)sj-ko 
j=ko 
= Sm-koPo,,(~, p*) + s f ,!$(F-, B*)s’. 
i= I 
(3.31) 
Differentiating (3.31) with respect o s and putting s = 0 we obtain 
koGk&Z) i’(o) + G,,, I(Z) - Gko+ ~(2) = c (3.32) 
with C=O if m-k,>l, and C=P,,(F,,F,) if m=k,+l. Since 
R,(z, 0) = R,(O, 5) = 0 and L;(O) = R,(z, Z) it follows from (3.32) that 
R,(z, Z) = 0. 
Assume by induction that ,I”‘(O) = 0 for j d j,. Differentiating (3.31) 
j, + 1 times and putting s = 0 yields 
k,G,,(z) i(j”+ ‘) (0) = A(z) + B(F) (3.33) 
provided j, + 1 < 21+ 1. Indeed if m -k, = 1 the first nonharmonic term 
would be [(1- l)!]‘P O,m,,,l(F,, F,) F[(zs) F,(Z) which is obtained by 
taking 21+ 1 derivatives (and putting s = 0). If m -k, > 1 such a term 
would occur only after more differentiation. Our claim follows by induction 
from (3.33). 
Case 2. k, > m. 
Dividing both sides of (3.29) by srn we obtain 
+-m f (Go Ajsi-ka.- G(z)Sj-ko) 
i = ko 
= P,,,(B, 9*) + f Ej(9, 9*)s’= f E,(B, 9*)s’ (3.34) 
j=l j=O 
with 
E,(F, F*) = P,*,(9, s*). (3.35) 
Assuming 12 3 we shall prove 
i’(O)ER,(Z, Z)=O. (3.36) 
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Indeed, if not, we shall show that 
Eozp(4 > Fl I= 0 (3.37) 
for ail CL, B > 0 with cc + /3 d m, contradicting Po,Jz, Z) f 0. We have used 
the notation E,,, = (a/az*)(a/&?)E,. 
We reason by contradiction and assume R,(z, 5) f 0. In order to prove 
(3.37) we prove by induction on q 
Ejap(Fl 9 Fl ) = O foralla,/I>Oandcc+(I-l)/?+j<q (3.38) 
and all j > 0. 
Condition (3.38) is empty if q < 3. We assume (3.38) for some q and 
prove if for q replaced by q + 1. 
We shall use Lemma (3.1) with 
H(z, [, s, /LL)=s~~-~ 5 (Gj(z)R’sJ-ko-~j(~)s’-ko)- f Ej(F, F*)s’, 
j=ko I=0 
(3.39) 
where A= 1 + CL, and 9, F* are given by (3.23) and (3.24). We show first 
that hypotheses (C,), (C,), and (C,) are valid with n= 1, which 
corresponds to our assumption R,(z, 5) $0 (reasoning by contradiction). 
Indeed, (C,) follows from (3.34), while (C,) is satisfied by assumption. We 
shall prove (C,) by using the induction hypothesis (3.38), taking q. in 
Lemma (3.1) to be q+ 1. Thus we must show that 
H PlpdZ, L 050) = 4z) + b(i) (3.40) 
ifm,+m,<q++, 
In order to compute Hsm,,&z, i, s, p) we introduce the following nota- 
tion. If f(s, A) is a power series in two variables s, A, c1= (tl’, . . . . a”‘), 
24 = (22, . ..) #), and o = (v’, . . . . uN) are multi-indices we write 
(f”L” = W’L,“, . . . (fOLNL,“, 
with the notation 
Since it is clear that (P1/~sm’)(~m2/~AM2) applied to the first sum in the 
right hand side of (3.39) has the desired form (as in (3.40)), it suffices to 
show that for each .j= 0, I, . . . . 
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By the chain rule and using the notation above we have 
g g [s’E,(F, @=*)I 
is a linear combination of terms of the form, 0 d Y < .j, 
with 
Note that 
~=((1-1)F,(z)ll’s~-2+ZF~+,(z)~‘+1s’~1+ ..’ 
&=F, + lF,(z)/z'- 's'~' + . . . 
S”I:‘=(Z- l)F,(,(r)s’-2+zF,+l([).s--1+ .‘.. 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
Put s = 0 and A = 1 in (3.41) and assume that we obtain a nonzero term. 
This implies necessarily Y = j and 
IhI a (l-2) b,I, I% 3 (l-2) IBI. (3.43) 
We shall show that 
j+ IQ + Ia21 + (I- 1) IDI 6q (3.44) 
which will allow us to use the inductive hypothesis (3.38). Indeed we have 
e=j+ 1% + Ia21 + (I- 1) IPI 
=j+(,-2) IElI -(l-3) I@*1 + b2l+(~-2) IPI + IBI. 
Since I> 3 and using (3.43) we have Q<j+ Iui( + Ia21 + 1~~1 + IpI, so that 
e<j+ IUII + lu2l + I% + lull + Iv21 + IBI + bzl. (3.45) 
We consider separately the case Ic(i 1 2 1 and I a I I = 0. 
(a) Iall 3 1. 
It follows from (3.45) that 
QGj+ lull + lu2I + I%I + Iv11 + lo21 + IBl+ Ia11 + /a,[ - 1 =ml +m,- 1; 
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the last equality follows from (3.42). We therefore conclude, since 
m, + m, < q + 1, that (3.44) holds in this case. 
(b) 1~11 =O. 
To obtain a term of the form a(z) b(r) necessarily 1~~1 > 0, IbI B 0 and 
Therefore, since 1 B 3, 
j+ I4 + Cl- 1) IBI =j+ 14 + U-2) IPI + IPI + (I- l)- (I- 1) 
<.j+ Id + Iv11 + IA + lu1l + luzl + 14 + IPI -2 
<q- 1, 
which shows again that (3.44) holds. 
This completes the proof of (3.40) and hence condition (C,) of 
Lemma (3.1) with q. = q + 1. 
In order to prove (3.38) for q replaced by q + 1, we use Lemma (3.1) to 
conclude that for each ql, O<q, <q+ 1, the coefficient of A’(0)ql in the 
expansion of (P+ ‘/BsYf ‘) H(z, [, s, ~(s))/,=~ is zero, i.e., in the notation of 
Lemma (3.1) C”,:‘(z, O= CTA::,h ... o ,... ,(z, i)=O. 
We claim that for 1 < q1 Q q + 1, 
(3.46) 
where the sum is for j, k satisfying 
q+l=j+k(Z-l)+q,, k>O, (3.47) 
and for such j, k, d$ E C\O. 
In order to prove the claim note first that the contribution of the first 
sum in the right hand side of (3.39) to Cz,+ ‘, q1 2 1, gives a power series 
of z alone. Therefore, it suffices to compute 
2 ( f E,(%, %*)s’). 
j=O 
We clearly have by the chain rule 
dY+’ 
ds4+’ CEj(%, %*)s’] 
=I Cja~uvrSi-‘Ej~~I IpI 5 (% %*)[(% +%A’)“] (%?) s u 5 “3 (3.48) 
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where the sum is over 
4+ 1 =r+ IHI + I4 + IPI + I4 Odr<j, 
and c. ,z8uvr >0. Putting s = 0 in (3.48) and using the induction hypotheseis 
(3.38) we ontain that the only nonzero terms in (3.48) correspond to 
1~1 =0 and u=(1-2)B and j=r. Cl aim (3.46) follows by observing that 
(ps+ FA,?‘)l.=,=n’(0), and [(~~)B](,~z)B=c~,(il(i)‘B1, with c>O. 
The rest of the induction to prove (3.38) follows from (3.46). Indeed, 
since Cq+’ ~0 and d,Y: # 0 in (3.46) it follows that 41 
E,,,(F, 2 F, I= 0 for all j, q,, k, with j+ql + k(l- l)=q+ 1 
and q, > 0, k > 0. This completes the proof of (3.38). Thus (3.36) is proved 
by contradiction. 
We shall now prove more generally 
A”‘(0) = R,(z, [) = 0, O<j<l-2 (3.49) 
by induction on j. Since (3.49) holds for j = 0 and j = 1, we shall assume 
it for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . . n - 1 and prove it for j = n with n < 1- 2. The proof is 
very similar to the case n = 1 and we shall indicate the modifications 
needed. Indeed by contradiction we assume R,(z, [) f 0 and we shall show 
that (3.37) holds for a , B>O, M+ /I<m, contradicting PO,,(z, Z) f 0. 
In order to prove (3.37) we prove by induction on q that 
I!?,,~(F~,F,)=O forall a,fl>Oandncr+(l-l)fi+j<q (3.50) 
and all j 2 0. 
As for n = 1 we use Lemma (3.1) but with n > 1. Conditions (C, ) and 
(C,) of Lemma (3.1) are clearly satisfied. 
To check (C,) we begin as before with (3.41), (3.42) and put s = 0 and 
2 = 1 in (3.41). If we obtain a nonzero term then necessarily (3.43) holds 
and we shall show that 
j+n(l~Il + b21)+ (I- 1) IPI dq (3.51) 
which will allow us to use the induction hypothesis (3.50). We have, since 
13n+2, 
Q=~+n(l% + b*l)+(l- 1) IBI 
=~+~~--2~I~,l-~~-~-~~l~,I+~lcr,l+(~-2)IBl+I~I 
Gj+ lull + lu21 + I41 +n 1~~1 +n lull +n b21 + IBI. (3.52) 
If /cl11 >O then (3.53) implies Q<m, +nm,- 1 <q which proves (3.51). 
If lclr 1 = 0 then the argument is the same as in n = 1. 
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We can apply Lemma (3.1) with n > 1 and q. = q + 1 to conclude that for 
each q,, 0 < q1 d q + 1 the coefficient of (lcn’(0))ql in the expansion of 
@q+ll~~Y+l) H(z, i, $9 PL(S))Is=o is zero, i.e., in the notation of Lemma (3.1) 
c4+ 1 (0 ,_.. o,y,,o ,... )k i)=O, 
where q1 is at the nth position. For this we follow the argument of the 
proof in the case n = 1. In particular putting s = 0 in (3.48) and using the 
induction hypothesis (3.50) we find that the only nonzero terms correspond 
to u = (n - 1 )c1, v = (I - 2)p, and Y = j. Hence, we conclude by arguments 
similar to those used in the case n = 1 that (3.50) holds also for q + 1. This 
completes the proof of (2.4) in the case M’ of finite type, p = 1, and Fj = 0, 
j = 2, . . . . l- 1. 
We continue to assume M’ is of finite type. We first reduce to the case 
p= 1, and later to the case Fj=Oo, 2<j<l- 1. 
(1) Reduction to p = 1. 
Estimate (2.4) holds if p = 1. We shall consider the case p < Z, and 
therefore, since F(0) = 0, we have 1 < p < 1. We will change the target 
hypersurface M’ and define a new hypersurface M” and a new map 
H = (F, G) from M to M”. Since 
we define 
F= Fpwp + ... +F,(z)w’+ . . . . F,ZO, 
F(z, w) = w(F, + . . + F,(z)w’-P+ . . .)“P, (3.53) 
where the l/p th power is defined by the usual power series, and we take 
G(z, w) = G(z, w). If M’ is defined by p’(z’, w’, Z’, W’) = 0, where z’, w’ are 
normal coordinates for M’, then M” is defined by 
-- 
p’(z’P, w’, Z’P, w’) = 0. 
Clearly (F, G) maps M into M” and the corresponding pair of integers 
(p’, r’) is (1, Z- p + 1). Since the Ris are unchanged it suffices to prove the 
desired result for the new map. 
(2) Reduction to the Case Fi = 0, 2 < j < I- 1. 
Assume now p = 1. We make a holomorphic change of coordinates in 
the target space. We put 
z” = z’ + c2z’2 + . . . + c,z’l, w” = w’, 
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where the complex numbers c,, 2 G j 6 I - 1, are uniquely determined so 
that 
F(z, w) = F(z, w) + c*(F(z, w))Z + . . . + C[(F(Z, w))’ 
=F,w+F,(z)w’+o(w’+‘). 
It is clear that the new coordinates (z”, w”) are normal for M’ and that the 
Ris are unchanged. The proof of (2.4) is now complete. 
To prove (2.5) and (2.6) we assume now M’ is of infinite type. We 
rewrite (3.15) (here P,-0) in the form 
G(z, w)= G(z, W) 1 + f R,(F(z, w),@, W))G(Z, W)' 
j = jb 
with 
l+ F Rj(z,Z)Wj 
j=O 
Substituting s,J for w and s for W as in (3.16) we obtain 
G(z,d)= @,s) R~(F(z,s~),~((z,s))G(z,s)' , (3.54) 
where 1 is given by (3.17). 
Substituting (1.18) and (1.19) in (3.54) we obtain, after dividing by sko, 
f G,(z)A.~s~-~~ 
k = ko 
x 
Putting s = 0 in (3.55) yields 
G/&)(1 + Ro(z, 2)) = &,(z)(l + &(Fo(z), Fob(z))), 
thus by taking Z=O we obtain (2.5), and if I> 1, R,(z, Z) r0. Assume now 
by induction that 
R,(z,Z)=O, O<j<j,, and Gkotj(Z) = Gko+j(O), j< min{j,, 1>, 
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so that also n(O) = 1, and I(j)(O) = 0, 1 < j< j,. We shall show that if 
j, < 2I- 1 then ;1(‘l+l)(O) = 0, and Gko+ j,+ ,(z) = Gk,,+i,+ i(0). We differen- 
tiate (3.55) (j, + 1) times with respect o s and put s = 0; we obtain 
k,G,,A”+‘(O)+ (jl + I)! G,,+j,+I(Z)=a(~)+b(2), 
with a(z) = 0 if j, + 1 d 1. Indeed, a term in z on the right hand side of 
(3.55) could first appear by differentiating Rb I+ 1 times. For j< 21 the 
derivatives of order j on the right hand side of (3.55) are of the form 
a(z) + b(z), by the inductive hypotheses. This completes the proof of (2.6) 
and hence that of Main Lemma (2.3). 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We first show that if M is flat then A4 does not satisfy the reflection 
principle; i.e., there exists a holomorphic map 2 defined on one side of kf, 
Q+, C” on 8+, not totally degenerate at 0, mapping it4 into M’, but not 
extending holomorphically in a neighborhood of 0. For this, assume (by 
Proposition (1.5)) that M is given by Im w = 0, and consider the map given 
by F(z, w) = z + h(w), 9(z, w) = w, where h is holomorphic for Im w > 0, 
C” for Im w > 0, h(0) = 0; but not extendinhg holomorphically in a 
neighborhood of 0. The mapping X = (9,%) is holomorphic on the side 
of M given by Im w > 0, smooth up to the boundary, and satisfies 
Z(M) c M. In addition, the Jacobian determinant J(X) is 1 at 0. 
We shall now assume that M is not flat and show that M has the 
reflection principle. For this, let 2 = (9, Y) be defined in 52 +, given by 
(1.14), C” in Sz’. As in Section 1, we write f, g for the restrictions of F 
and, Y to M. We choose normal coordinates (z, w) for M and parametrize 
~4 by 
(x, y, s) H (z = x + iy, w = s + icp(z, 2, s)), (4.1) 
where cp is an in (1.1). As in [2, 1 ] we consider the following map from R4 
to C2 defined near 0, 
(x, y, s, t) -+ (z = x + iy, w = s + it + icp(z, 2, s + it)). (4.2) 
Note that the hyperplane t = 0 is mapped onto the hypersurface M. 
Let n be the vector field in R4 defined by 
/+a- icp,(z, 2, s + it) 3 
aif 1 + @,(z, z, s + it) as’ (4.3) 
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Note that by (1.11) /ilrzO= L. A CR function h(z, Z, s) on M, i.e., a 
function satisfying Lh = 0, extends holomorphically in a neighborhood of 0 
if and only if h extends locally as a function &z, Z, S, t) from R3 to R4 
satisfying 
AA=0 and (4.4) 
since the two vector fields in (4.4) are the pullbacks of the complex 
structure (a/&!), (a/&G) under the map given in (4.2). Since P and 9 are 
holomorphic in O+ it follows that f and g extend to the half space t > 0 
and their extensions satisfy (4.4). It remains to show that they also extend 
for t < 0 with (4.4) satisfied. 
We begin with the following lemma in one complex variable. 
(4.5) LEMMA. Let R be the rectangle in C defined by 
R={s+it: IsI<r and O<t<r) 
and R = R v (-r, r). Let a(s + it) and b(s + it) be holomorphic in R, C” in 
R and satisfying the following conditions 
a(s) = b(s) c(s) in (-r, r), with CE Cx)(-r, r). (4.6) 
(b(s+it)l>CIs+itI’ for some C > 0, (4.7) 
and some integer 13 0, s + it E R. Then c extends holomorphically to R and 
is C” in R. 
(4.8) COROLLARY. If in Lemma (4.5) the assumption (4.7) is replaced by 
b(s) = s%(s), uEC=(-r, r), (4.9) 
then v extends holomorphically to R and is C” in il. Furthermore, if for 
some 0 <r’< r, Iv(s + it)] 2 C, > 0 in i?‘, where R’ is the rectangle defined 
similarly to R but with r replaced by r’, then the conclusion of Lemma (4.5) 
holds with R replaced by R’. 
Proof: For I = 0 the conclusion of Lemma (4.5) is clear. We shall prove 
it by induction on 1. Assume the conclusion holds for all I < I,; we shall 
prove it for I,+ 1. Then (4.7) is 
Ib(s+it)(>CIs+itl’O+l, s+itER. (4.10) 
Without loss of generality we may assume b(0) =O. From (4.6) we also 
have a(0) = 0. Therefore, a(s)/s and b(s)/s are both in P( -r, r), as is 
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(4sYsY(&Ys) = 4s)lNs) =c(s). w e claim that a(s + it)/(s + it) and 
b(s + it)/(s + it) are both C” in R. Assuming the claim, we note that the 
conclusion follows from the inductive hypothesis since (4.10) implies 
>C (s+itI’O. 
It remains to prove the claim above; we shall do so for a(s), since the 
proof is the same for b(s). For this we shall show that for all r’ < Y, I’ > 0, 
there exists C,, such that 
a@+ it) 4s) < c ___-- \ r’ 
t 
s + it s 
(4.11) 
for IsJ < I-’ < Y, 0 < t < r. Indeed, (4.11) shows that u(s + it)/(s + it) is locally 
bounded in R and its distribution boundary value on (-r, r) is u(s)/s. By 
a classical argument using the Poisson integral we conclude, since 
u(s)/s E C”, that u(s + it)/(s + it) E Cm(R). 
To prove (4.11) we write 
u(s + it) u(s) u(s + it) - u(s) - u’(s) it --= 
s + it S s + it 
u(s)(s + it) - su(s) - su’(s) it - 
s(s + it) 
(4.12) 
Since a, = -iu,, the Taylor expansion of u(s + it) shows that the first term 
on the right hand side of (4.12) is bounded by C,. for IsI 6 r’ < r. On the 
other hand, the second term on the right hand side of (4.12) is 
(s/(s + ir))(it)(u(s)/s)‘, which gives the same bound. This completes the 
proof of (4.11) and hence that of Lemma (4.5). 
Proof of Corollary (4.8). The fact that u(s) extends holomorphically 
and is C” in R follows from Lemma (4.5) by taking b(s) for u(s), s’ for b(s) 
and V(S) for c(s). By the condition on U(S + it), (4.7) holds for b(s + it) in 
R’, so that the second conclusion also follows from Lemma (4.5). 
We shall now use Theorem 3, (2.5) of Main Lemma (2.3), and 
Lemma (4.5) to show that the component f of the map H satisfies a certain 
manic polynomial equation. 
(4.13) LEMMA. Zf M is nonjlut and G f 0, then there exist r > 0 and 
smooth functions Y= (Y,(z, 2, s), . . . . Y,(z, 2, s)), defined for IzI < r, IsI < r, 
satisfying the following: 
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(4.14) For each z, IzI <r, the functions s + Y,(z, 5, s) extend holomor- 
phically to the rectangle R = {s + it E C: IsI < r, -r < t < 0} and the extension 
is C” in i?=Rv(-r,r). 
(4.15) There exists an integer p,, and holomorphic functions 
aj(Z,, . . . . Z,), 0 <j< p0 - 1, defined in a neighborhood of Y(0) such that 
fPo(z, 2, s) + 1 ai( Y) fj(z, 2, s) = 0 
j=O 
for IzJ <r, IsI <r. 
Proof Since M is nonflat and G $0, it follows from Proposition (1.24) 
that M’ is nonflat also. Let jb=j,(M’) as defined in Section 1, so that 
- 1 <jh < cc and jb = - 1 if and only if M’ is of finite type. By Proposi- 
tion (1.7) the equation for M’ us given by 
W’ = Q(Z’, 3, w’) = w + wj;+ lS(z’, 2, w’), (4.16) 
with S(z’, 0, w’) z S(0, [‘, w’) = 0, and S z~pOr~v,,(0) # 0, with q. minimal. We 
shall also assume that p. is minimal in the set of indices for which 
S z,p,,5,40 # 0. Therefore, we have on M 
g=Q(f,j:g,=g+gj~+‘S(f,S,g). (4.17) 
Applying Lkl, with k, defined in (1.21) to (4.17) yields 
Lklg = gj; + 1 S,(f, j: dLk!f+ 1 CSJf, f, g)(L”f) . . . L’qf) , 
y>2.n1=kt I 
(4.18) 
where c stands for positive constants varying with q, jr, . . . . j,. We put 
h, = l/Lk’j: so that h;’ = s’yk, with fk,(0) # 0 by (2.2) of Theorem 3. Multi- 
plying (4.18) by h, we obtain 
1 cSrY(Lj’~)...(Lj~~)hl . 
I 
(4.19) 
y 2 2, Xj, = kl 
It follows again by Theorem 3 that the right hand side of (4.19) is a smooth 
function and hence so is the left hand side. By Corollary (4.8), there exists 
r >O such that for all (zJ <r the functions s--t (h,Lk’g)(z, Z, s) extend 
holomorphically to a rectangle of the form {s + it: 1.~1 < r, -r < t < 0} and 
C” in i? = R u (-r, r). The same holds for each of the functions 
(L”f)...(Lirf)hl. 
580/99.‘2-I5 
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To define h,, we apply L”’ to (4.19) to obtain 
Lh(h, Lk~g) = gj;‘+ 1 (4.20) 
and we set h, = A; ‘. We continue this process, alternating multiplication 
by h, and application of Lk ’ to define h, recursively. We shall prove 
inductively the formula 
= Ji+’ 
g 
i 
SpLk’f+ c cSp( L”f ) . (Ljqf ) 
q~p+l.Xi,=k~ 
+ c cSr,(LJ’f)(L+‘hp- 1) 
q>~.X.,+r~-1=2kl 
+ . . . 
+ c cS,,(L”f)...(U41T)(L”h,)...(L’p-’h,~,) , 
q>p.Xj,+rl+ ... +rp-t=pkl 1 
(4.21) 
and show that hj=sP’u,, uje C”, u,(O)f,,(O)>O, and l/h, extends 
holomorphically in s to a rectangle R, for all 1~1 small. We shall assume 
that (4.21) holds for p and the above properties hold for h,, j< p - 1, and 
prove (4.21) for p + 1 and the corresponding properties for hp. We 
compute h;’ by calculating the coefficient of S,, in (4.21). We obtain 
h;‘=Lk’f+ 1 c(LJ’f)+L+f)(Lr~~Ihp~,) 
xj,+rPmI=2kl 
+ . . . 
+ c 
c(L”~)...(L’qf)(L”h,)...(L’~~‘h,~,). (4.22) 
x.6+q+ ... +rp-l=pkl 
By Theorem 3 and the fact that for k< p, LJhk=s-‘ujk with ujk~ C”, it 
follows that the right hand side of (4.22) is smooth and is of the form s’u, 
u smooth. Note that the only contributions to u not vanishing at s = 0 
come from Lklf and the last sum on the right hand side of (4.22). Hence 
where x(O) = 0. Then up = fk, + cfpk, ui . . . up ~ , + x satisfies u,(O) j&(O) > 0. 
It follows from the properties of hj, 1 <j d p - 1, that for each r, L’hj= 
u,,Is’, where urj extends holomorphically to a rectangle Rj in s for all lz( 
small. Applying Lemma (4.5) to each term on the right hand side of (4.22) 
yields the desired extendability result for hp’. 
We must show that (4.21) holds with p replaced by p + 1. For this, we 
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multiply (4.21) by h,, then apply Lk’. We obtain the desired result for 
p+ 1. 
In particular, taking p = q. in (4.21) and multiplying by h,, we obtain 
hqOLk’(hqo.- [ Lk’ . . . h, Lk’2) 
+ . . . 
+ c cS,(L”f). . . (L’4f)(L”h,). . . (L’~~-‘h,,_ ,)h,. 
Y>YO+ I,Z:/,+Xr,=mkl 
(4.23 ) 
We write from (4.17) 
g=E(l +$S(Jf,g)) (4.24) 
and substitute (4.24) into the right hand side of (4.23). Then divide both 
sides by g’” + ’ to obtain 
h 
+ Lk@,,p 1 L”1 . . . h, Lk’i) 
gJo+’ 
= (1 + $@f,s, g))‘b+ ‘[S&j: E(1 + S’G(j:f, g)))+ . ..I. (4.25) 
Since the right hand side of (4.25) is smooth, and, if j& 3 0, g= skox, 
x(O) #O, (by (2.5) and (2.25)), we can apply again Lemma (4.5) to 
obtain that the left hand side of (4.25) extends holomorphically in s for 
t < 0 in a small rectangle uniformly in Izl small. We can now apply the 
Weierstrass Preparation Theorem with respect to f, considering the left 
hand side of (4.25) f, g and all terms of the form (L”f) ... (L-‘qf)(L’ph,) .. 
(L’qo-l/z,,- ,)h,, as independent variables Y to obtain (4.15). This completes 
the proof of Lemma (4.13). 
We return now to the proof of Theorem 1. We shall show that the 
components f and g of H extend holomorphically in s + it for t < 0. As in 
[I, 21 we write for /1 E C small 
(4.26) 
It follows from Lemma (4.13) that if d, = Q&f, j: g), then d, satisfies a 
polynomial equation of the form 
N.-l 
df”+ 1 b,(Y)dj,-0, (4.27) 
j=O 
where hqi are holomorphic and Y = (Y, , . . . . Y,) are as in Lemma (4.13). 
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The proof of (4.27) from Lemma (4.13) is similar to the proof of 
Lemma (8.11) in [l]. We also have estimates (8.13) of [l]. 
For r > 0 sufficiently small, we set 
B, = {z E C; IzJ < r, s H Lf(z, Z, s) not identically zero} 
B, = {z E C; IzI < r, Lf(z, Z, s) = 0, L2f(z, Z, s) f 0} 
B,, = {z E C; IzI < r, Ljf( z,Z,s)=O, l<j<k,-1). 
Note that by definition of k, we have 
jzEC;JzI<r}=Blu . ..uBk. 
Also BinBj=@, i#j. 
Put 
R= (s+it; IsI <r, -r<t<O) 
and R=Ru(-r,r). 
We have the following lemma: 
(4.28) LEMMA. For every CI > 1, there exist k, functions d,(z, Z, s + it), 
ldj~k,,C”intheset{z,lzl<r}xR,holomorphicins+itforeachfixed 
z, JzI < r, and a positive integer n, such that each z E Bj, and for IsI < r, 
(Ljf)“@(z, 2, s) d,(z, Z, s) = d,-(z, Z, s). (4.29) 
Proof We apply L to both sides of (4.17) to obtain 
LS = e,cf, .L g) Lf: (4.30) 
We now take n, = 1 and d,, = Lg. Applying L to (4.30) yields 
L2g = Q, L2f + Qr2(Lf)‘. 
Since for z E B, we have Lf(z, Z, s) = 0 as a function of s, we can take 
d12 = L2g. By repeatedly applying L and using the definition of B, we have 
d,= LJg. We now prove Lemma (4.28) by induction on c( using 
L”“g = Q,b( L"3)" + c 
p,+ ..’ fpp=nm,~<na 
ag,, ,QdLP'3) ... (Lp4f) 
with a 4, Pp E z + and aXn n =o. (4.31) 
For z E B, we deal with the terms on the right hand side of (4.31) as 
follows. If /I > a, then pi < n for some j and hence the term vanishes by the 
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definition of B,. If p < ~1, then we use the induction hypothesis to conclude 
the desired result. 
We can now apply [ 1, Lemma (S.lS)] since each d, satisfies a polyno- 
mial equation of the form (4.27) and, by Lemma (4.28), for fixed z, d, is 
a quotient of boundary values of holomorphic functions in R. We conclude 
that for each z, JzI <r, d, extends holomorphically to the rectangle 
R= {s+it: IsJ <r, -r<t<O} and is C” in R=Ru(-r,r). We denote 
this extension by dJz, 5, s + it). 
We claim that dJz, Z, s + it) is measurable. For this we first note that the 
complement of B, in the ball of radius r is of measure 0. Indeed, the 
function f(z, 2, s + it) is real analytic in ( JzI < r) x R since ,f satisfies the 
elliptic system 
Af(z, z, s + it) = 0 and 
(see (4.4)) for IzI < r, IsI < r, and 0 < t < r. Hence, (L,)(z, Z, s + it) is real 
analytic in { IzI < r} x R. For z $ B, we have L$‘(z, Z, s + it) E 0 as a function 
of s + it. Since Lf f 0, the complement of B, is a real analytic set strictly 
contained in {z: IzI < r} and hence is of measure 0. Finally, by the 
holomorphy of Lf( z, Z, s + it) in R for each fixed z and Fubini’s theorem, 
we have also that {(z, s + it): z E B,, Lf(z, Z, s + it) = 0} is also of measure 
zero. Hence, by (4.29) we have 
d,(z, Z, s + it) = 
d,,(z, 5, s + it) 
LY(z, 2, s + it) 
(4.32) 
except on a set of measure 0, which proves the measurability of d,. 
From the polynomial equations (4.27) we obtain the bounds for d,, 
Id,(z, Z, s + it)1 d C”a!. (4.33) 
Thus the right hand side of (4.26) extends, for each z, (zj <r, as a 
holomorphic function in s + it in R and is C” in 8. Note that the left hand 
side extends in the rectangle -R, since this is the case for f and g. Let hl 
be the extension of the right and left hand sides of (4.26) to Jz( <r, 1.~1 <r, 
and I tl cr. The measurability of d, together with (4.33) imply that hj. is 
measurable and bounded. The holomorphic extendability of f and g for 
t >O implies that /ih, ~0, where ,4 is given by (4.3), for t 20. A simple 
distribution argument, together with the holomorphy of h, (with respect 
to s + it for z fixed) will imply that /i/z, = 0 for t < 0 also. Therefore, we 
conclude (since (a/as+ i(a/dt))h, =0 also) that h is real analytic for 
(zJ <r, IsI <r, and Jtl cr. 
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Taking A = 0 in (4.26) we conclude that ho(z, Z, s) is real analytic and 
hence so is g = Q(f, 0, g). To obtain the real analyticity of f suppose first 
that M’ is of infinite type. We use (4.17) to write 
Q(f, 4 g) -g 
j;+ I = S(J 4 g). 
g 
(4.34) 
By (2.25) and (2.5) we have g =.@g,, g,(O) #O. Hence S(f, 1, g) is also 
real analytic. Since S,,,,(O) # 0 we can use the Weierstrass Preparation 
Theorem to conclude that S satisfies a manic polynomial with real analytic 
coefficients, which implies the real analyticity off by an argument similar 
to that given in [2]. If M’ is of finite type then Qp,JO) # 0 and we reach 
the desired conclusion also. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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